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The Embedding of the Self in Early Interaction Michael A. Forrester* Department of Psychology, University of Kent, Canterbury, UK



Presupposed in the earliest discourses we experience are implicit concepts concerning the nature of the self and identity. This paper examines the idea that through exposure to, and participation in, talk, the young infant is provided with appropriate discourses regarding what constitutes self and identity. Arguably, engaging in conversation entails entering into the coconstruction of participant stories, folk-beliefs and everyday narratives concerning the nature and status of the self. The young child learns that he/she is required to display different versions of him/herself depending on the nature of the context. This study of the development of the discursive self begins by examining the discourse genres of the self made available to the child, that is, versions of the self presupposed in the caregivers’ talk. Employing conversation analytic methods, a micro-analysis of the talk of a parent – child dyad forms the basis of the study. The infant and parent (father) were video-taped during mealtimes from when the infant was 18 months to 28 months old. The nature of the discourses informing ideas of the developing self are highlighted through considering examples in the parent’s talk throughout this period. The findings are discussed in light of contemporary theories of the self in developmental psychology. Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Key words: conversation analysis; discourses of the self; early interaction At some risk of oversimplification, within contemporary psychology one can find two general approaches or orientations in the research which studies the relationship between the developing self and language during infancy and the pre-school period. In psychoanalytic psychology, the subject or self is constituted in language and affective relations, for example, arguing that the notion or concept of the self is provided through what is ‘reflected back’ to the child during his/her interactions with significant others. From such a perspective, our very sense of who we are is wrapped up with cultural narratives regarding the self, narratives presupposed in the language we are initially exposed to and which we eventually acquire (Lacan, 1977). In contrast, within developmental psychology the self is a mental state construct or mental representation (Nelson, 1996; Harter 1999), a cognitive entity first and foremost, to which language subsequently becomes attached or ‘hooked onto’ in some as yet unknown way. * Correspondence to: Department of Psychology, University of Kent, Canterbury, CT2 7NP, UK. E-mail: [email protected]
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Correspondingly, approaches to narrative and narrative identity in developmental psychology tend to be formalist in flavour, always remaining representational entities external to the child, and something which he or she has to ‘understand’ before using in context (e.g. Engel, 1986; Fivush and Hammond, 1990; Day and Tappan, 1996). The existential status of the human mind remains assured in this account; in other words, it is not language and narrativization processes which constitute cognition and selfhood as such, instead the epistemic subject remains essentialist, somehow underneath language and narrative processes. As others have noted there seems a considerable, and possibly unbridgeable, gap between these approaches to the nature of the developing self (e.g. O’Neill, 1986; Morss, 1994; Burman, 1996). Needless to say, what might be presupposed with respect to the young infant’s emerging differentiation skills (self/other) before she/he learns how to talk, will in part reflect the theoretical orientations of researchers. Commenting on the 5-month-old’s abilities at being able to distinguish between their own and other’s faces and voices, Legerstee et al. (1998) point out that such discrimination does not necessarily indicate that infants recognize themselves as social entities; they simply possess the perceptual skills from which such social differentiation can begin. Similarly, Tomasello (1995) argues that it is as a result of adults’ responses to their infants’ social-affective behaviours that the latter learn to identify with people, and to differentiate themselves with others. In contrast, those who emphasize a more individuated and ‘internal’ conceptual self argue that while early self-other differentiation indicates primary ‘self-representational’ conceptual development, self- and other-awareness requires cognitively sophisticated secondary representation (Asendorpf and Baudonniere, 1993; Asendorpf et al., 1996). Classically, the emergence of the categorical self is indicated by the child’s ability to pass the rouge test in the second year of life. However, Mitchell (1997) notes that the kind of self which results from the emergence of mirror recognition is kinaesthetic-visual rather than conceptual and representational, not dissimilar to the idea of a primary ‘dialogic relational’ self proposed by Fogel (1993). In this regard, consider Priel and De Schonen (1986) who noted that children familiar with mirrors were also more likely to locate objects in mirror reflections, pointing to the potential significance of adult discussion and explanation of reflected images more generally.1 Given this background, one way of throwing light on our understanding of the relationship between the development of the self and language is to examine in more detail conversations between young children and those around them (primarily, but not exclusively, parents). Whatever else might be involved in acquiring a concept of the self, one can note that an essential aspect of children attaining participant status in conversation is their taking up of the ‘self’ or the subject position made available in parents’ talk addressed to them (Dunn et al., 1991). The positioned self which we are compelled to take possession of, given the nature of participation itself, is presupposed in the talk of those we are interacting with, e.g. as observed in the use of the pronominal system. And although we may talk of the child having to acquire the lexicon which makes up the pronominal system (I, you, he/she/they and so on), we can lose sight of the fact that the ‘I’ (as identity) is also a dynamic self-positioning, encoding role-relationships in the ongoing talk. This self-positioning discourse may itself, depending on the context, make manifest and reflect specific subject – other positionings: infant – child in relation to mother; good baby in relation to father and so on. Presupposed in the earliest discourses to which we are exposed are Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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implicit role positions which themselves, at least in part, will depend on the meta-narratives manifested in our culture (beliefs about development, what children should do, what it is to be good, and so on). Adopting a discursive approach to the study of the developing self, my aim in this paper is to articulate how subject positionings are instantiated in ongoing talk. Given that subject positionings are part and parcel of interaction procedures, my suggestion is that as adults we produce versions of our selves in context, and ensure that the evidential criteria for authenticity of that (temporally produced) self is made available to others. Similarly, over time, the young child has to learn that he/she is required to display versions of him/herself in context. The study of the developing discursive self(ves) might begin by examining the discourse genres of self made available to the child. Ochs (1988) has shown, for example in her work in Somoa, that the organization of turn-taking procedures in conversation is linked to beliefs and expectations regarding the nature of children, and Blum-Kulka’s (1993) research with American and Israeli families has highlighted the distinct socializing practices employed by parents to ease children’s passage into discourse. The desire of any parent for his/her child to be a self will express itself through culturally specific discourses: language as social action presupposed in the beliefs, narratives and everyday understandings of what is appropriate in context. The aim in what follows is to examine the idea that through exposure to, and participation in, talk the young child is provided with discourses which inform, and possibly form the basis of, whatever we understand as the child’s developing sense of self.



METHOD The principal data resource for this paper comes from a series of video-recordings of interactions between the author and his pre-school aged child (Ella). Employing the micro-analytic approach of conversation analysis transcriptions of the video-recordings were produced using the conventions and codes outlined by Psathas (1995). The recordings began when the child was 6 months old, took place once a month and in most cases, were filmed in the context of mealtimes (the child always sitting in a high-chair, with both parent and child in full view of the camera). The study is part of an ongoing longitudinal analysis of this child’s conversational skills such as turn-taking and topic production, and builds upon similar research in the literature (Dorval and Eckerman, 1984; Wootton, 1997). The extracts examined in this paper come from four time points, when the child was aged 19, 24, 27 and 28 months old. Prior to the time of the first extract there was little evidence of sensitivity to discourse genres by the child (both in terms of the content or structure of the talk), an observation in line with other work on children’s discourse and conversation skills (Olsen-Fulero and Conforti, 1983; Pan and Snow, 1999). The analysis employed here is conversation analytic in that the focus is on identifying procedures, techniques and devices that people use to accomplish the ongoing, and localized, business of talk. The analytic approach places a premium on the careful analysis, on an instance-by-instance basis, of whatever interactional considerations bear upon what is going on. In what is described below, the analytic focus is on instances where the content of the talk highlights or points towards discourse genres, metaphors, models and associated ideas about the self-other distinction: occasions where we find evidence of the embedding of the developing self in ‘talk-in-interaction’. Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Data and Analysis While employing conversation analysis as the orienting framework, the analysis of the data extracts in this paper focus on the conceptual possibilities engendered through examining what Harvey Sacks called membership categorization analysis (Sacks, 1992). In everyday talk it has been observed that participants employ membership categorization devices in pursuit of their local and immediate aims. Hester and Eglin (1997) describe the focus of membership categorization analysis as centred on the locally used, invoked and organized, presumed common-sense knowledge of social structures which members of society are oriented to in accomplishing naturally occurring ordinary activities. In other words, if during a conversation with someone you refer to him/her as a ‘caring friend’ then to do so invokes many features, characterizations and presuppositions regarding what it is to be a friend, someone who cares and whatever else comes along with using such a category or label during an actual conversation. Within discursive psychology there has been a growing interest in the production, recognition and manipulation of membership categorization devices by people during conversation (Antaki and Widdicombe, 1998), the argument being that whenever we are engaged in talk we routinely, spontaneously and unselfconsciously use ‘membership categorization’ devices (MCDs) to organize our conceptions of what we see or hear. Through employing MCDs we convey a significant amount of cultural knowledge and mark out relevant discursive objects for recognition and co-orientation by participants. Learning to display different versions of the self and/or taking up the self-positionings made available in parents’ talk is likely to involve learning membership categories, and how and when to use them. With this in mind we can turn to extract 1, recorded when the child was 19 months old: Extract 1: child Ella — 19 months old [E = Ella; M= Mike (author)] 1. E: 2. M: 3. E: 4. M: 5. E: 6. E: 7. E: 8. M: 9. E: 10. M: 11. E: 12. M: 13. E: 14. E: 15. M: 16. E: 17. 18. 19. 20.



M: E: M: E:



tea tea (3.0) k (.) ettle kettle ett (2.0) ae da (5.0) ella (.) mm = (turns and looks at M) =mm nice (4.0) nice egg () (turns to look at M) (2.0) mummy didn’t have any  n::o? = =no a’bit (4.0) mummy she didn’t [  inna? [ ¡mummy not have any dinner eggy? (turns to look directly at M) eggy  daddy ¡like



Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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 daddy ¡like eggy baby does = =baby does too doieyy (.) eggy (points to doll and shakes head when speaking) no he doesn’t eat eggy = =no? (shakes head) no (.) just baby no cause she’s a dolly  doiya ¡  doiya ¡



* Note: please see appendix for an explanation of the symbols used in the extracts. The first membership category contrast reflecting the embedding of the discursive self can be drawn out by comparing the pronominal reference introduced by Ella in line 7, and then the use of the words ‘baby’ in lines 22 and 27. In what might be termed an intersubjective co-engagement, when Ella uses her own name at the beginning of the extract, she does so after a short playful episode which involved repeating or imitating certain sounds used immediately prior to her utterance. After line 6, there is a noteworthy 5 second pause leading up to Ella using her name, turning towards M while eating and then a moment of mutual co-engagement which involves the repetition of words or rather sounds indicating enjoying what they are eating. In contrast, what leads up to her use of the word ‘baby’ in line 22, rests in part on a category membership item (mummy) introduced by M in line 10 and further developed by both parties across lines 11 – 21. Sequentially, what happens is that M comments that mummy is not having any eggs, the child agrees with some emphasis, and then asks whether daddy likes eating ‘eggy’ (line 20). What is interesting is the alignment Ella displays to her own introduction of the idea that ‘daddy likes eggy’ then followed by a reference to herself as ‘baby’ (line 22— baby does). And immediately following this sub-topic discussion, we might note that Ella then marks out a distinction between people and inanimate objects in her pointing to her doll, shaking her head and indicating (in line 24) that dollies don’t eat eggs. This is followed by further emphasis on this difference between the dolly and herself (lines 26 and 27 where she uses a marked intonational contour and shakes her head), concluding with M’s affirmation and statement that indeed dollies do not eat eggs. In this short extract it is clear that Ella can use her own name as a first-person proper noun and does so where there is some evidence that she wishes to establish some form of intersubjective engagement (Reddy et al., 1997). In contrast, when the adult affirms or repeats her reference to herself as the ‘baby’, Ella immediately goes on to work up a contrast between things that she (as a baby) can do which her doll cannot. At the very least, there are grounds for believing that a discourse of the ‘child-self’ is very much part and parcel of the ongoing interaction, a discourse presupposed on category membership distinctions between mummies/daddies, babies/dollies, always rooted in ‘talk as action’ a locally used device employed to accomplish some goal in this case interdependent with the ongoing concern to display affective intersubjective co-engagement. The use of MCDs by M is somewhat more marked in extract 2, this time recorded when the child was 24 months: Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Extract 2: child Ella — 24 months old 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



M: E: E: M: E: M: E: M:



9. M: 10. M: 11. E: 12. M: 13. E: 14. M:



can’t go to sleep when you’re eating (6.5) ( ) ehy (gestures towards cheese M is holding) wan. . . ’at (continues to gesture) no you won’t like this (.) this really tastes horrible I ehh (leans forward, drops food she is eating, then kneels up) no, you can’t have any of that Ella (hand gesture signifying stop) eh.. (makes loud crying noise and reaches out with her hand) no, I’m sorry darling you can’t (.) it’s got bad stuff in it (.) its not for ¡children you can have some of tha::t when you’ve finished that biscuit (4.0) but its ¡not for children  children? (looks up at M towards end of the utterance) mm = (M shakes head as if in agreement that it is not for children) =just daddies (nodding head) just daddies (nods head in agreement)



In what develops as a dispute over whether Ella can be allowed to taste some rather strong (and for a child potentially harmful) cheese, in line 8 we have another example of an MCD employed by M as a solution or statement arising out of a conflict. The category children and the presupposed positioning of Ella in that category, is a positioning which has associated with it the idea that ‘bad things’ have not to occur or are somehow not permitted (i.e. adults have to protect children from bad things they don’t yet know about). This is not to make the claim that Ella immediately understands the moral accountability implicit in the marking of the category (if anything the actions accompanying line 9 indicate that the she is placated by being offered an alternative biscuit). Rather, what is interesting is the emphasis and re-affirmation of the phrase ‘not for children’ used by M in line 10 accompanied with a falling intonation which becomes flat and ‘matter of fact’ by the end of the utterance. And the corresponding manner in which Ella then repeats ‘children’ in line 11 is significant. She doesn’t simply repeat it in a manner which might indicate word play (as at the beginning of extract 1), rather there is marked intonational rise at the beginning of the word, falling intonation towards the end, accompanied by a looking up at M’s face (if anything Ella makes the sound in a tentative and slightly questioning way as if asking—do I belong to this category?). M then takes up her utterance as if it is an agreement on the child’s part that such cheese is indeed not for children (line 12), which is quickly followed by her nodding in agreement and saying very quickly ‘just daddies’ (i.e. only daddies are allowed such cheese). It is significant that Ella’s utterance in line 13 is accompanied by a head nod. We might infer from such a response that she is indeed agreeing that some things are appropriate for daddies but not for children, and this short interchange can be read as evidence that such membership category distinctions first have to be recognized (Ella’s questioning intonation accompanying the word children) and then some sort of agreement worked up about their appropriateness. It is also noteworthy that this mutual participant orientation to daddy/children membership category arose out of conflict, Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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i.e. a context where the parent’s refusal to comply with the child’s request leads to his articulation of the membership category as if by way of explanation. And further evidence that the child orients to and uses category membership items is seen in her use of the contrastive term ‘daddies’. Significantly, she does not use the word daddy (you — daddy), but the appropriate contrastive plural form for M’s use of the word children. In other words it’s not just her daddy who can eat this kind of cheese but all daddies. Three months later we find yet other MCDs being employed this time introduced primarily by the child and then elaborated on in the father’s discourse: Extract 3: child Ella — 27 months old 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



M: M: E: M: E: M: E: M:



9. M: 10. E: 11. M: 12. E: 12. M: 13. E: 14. M: 15. E: 16. M: 17. E: 18. M: 19. M: 20. 21. 22. 23.



M: M: M: E:



think he wants some foodee? (8.0) he likes foodee doesn’t he (5.0) can’t ta::lk= (child shakes head) = can’t  ta::lk can he (1.0) no = = ella ta::lk ella can talk but not a pussy (.) he can’t ta::lk °pussy only go° MEIOW MEIOW (1.5)  meiow meiow (.) that’s what he says doesn’t he? (2.0) he can’t ta:lk? (6.0) that’s all I know he  can cr::y (gesture at beginning of utterance)  does he cr::y¡ (.) ella cry does he g:: [ Ella cry (.) (unintelligable utterance then looks down mumbling) [ Does ella cry? (2.0) (shakes head in reply)  n::o? (.) she’s not (.) she doesn’t go  miE::ow [  ba::by ¡cry::y? = = a baby ¡cry::ys? (.) tiny babies cry don’t they do they go (.)!ehe ehe ehe! (animated baby sound of crying) (.) when they’re small? (3.0) what do you think? (4.0) babies cry when they’re small (.) don’t they (12.0)  does eva cry? (6.0) no



Consider first Ella’s assertion in line 3 that the family cat cannot talk. Notwithstanding the question whether she considered M’s utterance at line 2 as addressed to the cat itself, following a 5 second gap her statement is taken up and repeated by M leading immediately into Ella referring to herself in the third person, and doing so as if to emphasize that unlike the cat, she does have the ability to talk. Note the significance of the repetition on the word ‘talk’ across lines 3–6. It’s not just that cats cannot talk, they can’t ‘ta::lk’ (with an emphasis Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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marked by sound stretching) where talking is something which highlights something distinct that Ella can do. And M’s contrastive use of the word in line 6 works to emphasize the contrast marked out by Ella through repetition. In other words M says that Ella can talk (no stretching), but that the cat cannot ‘ta::lk’ with a repeat on the stress marked out by the child. This is the kind of example where the parent appears to be spontaneously working up or emphasizing the child’s display of membership category attributes (children vs. animals), this time one which clarifies one way in which Ella is different from the cat. The remainder of this extract indicates more directly the ways in which discourses of the self find expression or become embedded in ongoing interaction. In line 10 Ella introduces the idea that cats (or more correctly this cat) can cry and in fact (line 12) Ella can cry as well. Following a largely unintelligible utterance on the child’s part, M then asks Ella if she can cry, noticeably using the same third person proper name form employed by Ella. Her reply to the question of whether Ella cries is accomplished first by shaking her head (which raises one possibility that she might be interpreting the question as if she was being asked ‘are you crying just now’), and then by interrupting M’s subsequent response by asserting with some emphasis that ‘babies cry’ (line 17). This initiates a series of utterances, including both statements and questions, about babies, whether they cry or not, whether her sister cries and even including an ‘animated’ simulation of what happens when babies cry. What is important throughout is that it was Ella who introduced the topics bearing upon notions of the ‘child self’ (cats can’t talk but children can; Ella can cry, and babies cry) and in all instances M takes up these topics, expanding and elaborating them in various ways. In the final extract what becomes clear is that by 28 months Ella has not only taken up the subject positioning of ‘not being a baby/being a big girl’ made available in the discourse around her, but demonstrates considerable agitation with the suggestion that she might not belong to this ‘higher status’ category of the ‘child-self’. Extract 4: child Ella — 28 months old (child touching camera near high-chair) 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



M: E: M: E: M: E: M:



8. E: 9. M: 10. E: 11. M: 12. E: 13. M: 14. E:



what’re you doing with my camera? he-he (.5) °mm holding it° holding it be careful with it  oh ¡ho:::o (.) why? (1.0) you know why why? because it’s not [ WHA-WHA-WAH (0.5) its not a to:::y he (.) hey hey (laughs) wyyyyy (then sings along while continuing to touch camera) what pictures do we take with the camera? (1.0) I can’t remember  can’t remember? (.) did we take pictures of ehhmm (.) when Bella was very small \ (2.0) no::o



Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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M: E: M: E: M:



20. 21. 22. 23. 24.



E: M: E: M: E:
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[ !she was tiny tiny baby!  NO:O no::o = I’m not  TINY BA::BY (become agitated) DADDY (2.0) I didn’t say you were (.) I said when you were (1.5) don’t shout at me (.) that’s naughty (1.0)  No I’m (.) to I’m not (.) a baby I’m (.) eh B a big girl\ (3.0) you are (.) a ¡very good big girl (5.0) I’m °little baby° (unintelligible) (.) I’m not a little baby (.)  what darling? I’m not a little baby (.) °I’m big° (.) whee



The initial interaction involves Ella reaching from her high chair and touching a camera which M has left on the kitchen-top near her chair. One interpretation of why M asks a question regarding the camera (line 11) is as a diversion from the localized problem he has dealing with Ella’s interruption (line 8) and defiance (line 10) of any suggestion that cameras are not toys and shouldn’t be played with. M’s comments in lines 13 and 15 initiate a very pronounced response by Ella (lines 14, 16 and 18) and highlight the affective commitment Ella appears to have regarding her being categorized (by herself and others) as a ‘big girl’ or certainly somebody who is not a baby. Notice first how M refers to the pictures that were taken of Ella when she was younger. In terms of conversational structure, the comment ‘very small’ at the end of line 13 is spoken noticeably faster than the surrounding talk, followed then (after a negative response by Ella) with an animated, potentially derogatory, comment that at that time she was a ‘tiny tiny baby’. Not only are these comments faster and spoken in a curiously animated baby fashion, the content is also deemed inappropriate as far as Ella’s idea of herself is concerned. Her response is particularly defiant and spoken with such force that the utterance itself is deemed by M to be inappropriate, naughty and which subsequently leads to an affective interactional problem both participants then seek to rectify. In line 18, immediately following her loudly emphasized ‘no’ of line 16, she emphasizes that she is not a ‘ TINY BA::BY DADDY’, leaning forward and hitting the table in a forceful and agitated way. Being positioned in the membership category ‘baby’ is now perceived as some sort of threat to what we might call her ‘sense of self’, or certainly her self-positioning as ‘a big girl’. Leaving aside the observation that it is somewhat curious that M seems to expect Ella to understand what is involved in taking photographs, her behaviour accompanying line 20 can be interpreted as a display of indignation which warrants a petulant display of emotion (she moves back in her chair quite noticeably and displays what Goffman (1979) has called a body ‘cant’ alongside a facial expression indicative of being in a bad mood). Evidence for such an interpretation is forthcoming in M’s appeasing response in line 21 which marks out with a significant drop in intonation the phrase ‘very good big girl’ spoken in a reassuring fashion. Interestingly also, when Ella then goes onto to clarify that she is not a little baby (line 22) she does so while returning her hand to the camera, and on hearing further reassurance that the conflict is now over (M says ‘ what darling’ in line 23 in a noteworthy affective fashion), she goes on to assert in a now untroubled way that she is indeed ‘big’ (line 24). Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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DISCUSSION It would seem then that we can identify certain lines of evidence to support the suggestion that in parent – child discourse it is possible to map out an emerging child-self positioning (or self-positionings) embedded in the ongoing talk. Over the 11-month period represented in these extracts it would seem that not only does the child begin to understand and locate herself in the membership categories provided and deemed appropriate within this specific cultural context, she also exhibits an understanding of what is presupposed in the taking up of the category position(s) provided. Consider the initial positioning evidenced in extract 1, where Ella uses her name in the first person but does so alongside reference to herself as ‘the baby’ (baby does). By extract 2, and interestingly immediately following on from an interactional sequence involving conflict between parent and child, she demonstrates an orientation to the categorical distinction of ‘children/daddies’ as if in recognition that some events/objects and actions which might be appropriate for one category are not necessarily appropriate for the other. Three months later Ella introduces attributes relevant to the category ‘baby’ within a discourse that marks out distinctions between animals and children. In extract 3 there is also evidence that she may feel somewhat ambiguous over whether she herself should be positioned in the category ‘baby’. Note, when discussing whether the cat could talk or not, Ella points out that although the cat might or might not be able to talk, it can cry and so can she. On being asked quite specifically whether she can cry, she responds negatively, and immediately goes on to comment that babies cry. A month later (extract 4) it would seem that the question of being positioned in the appropriate (from her point of view) category membership has become much more important. Ella displays considerable agitation in response to the suggestion that she might be a baby, making it very clear that she is now a ‘big girl’. It is also noteworthy that she now employs the first person pronoun, doing so in a particularly marked way, i.e. when clarifying that not only is she a big girl, she is most certainly not a tiny or little baby. These observations draw attention to certain problems regarding the relationship between the idea of the developing self and language, in particular implicit assumptions regarding the nature of language (and language acquisition) in developmental psychology. For the most part within developmental psychology the construction of the developing self begins with cognition (Lewis, 1991; Harter, 1999) and during the second year socialization experiences give rise to a self, which is ‘primarily a social construction crafted through linguistic exchanges with significant others (and where). . . the personal self develops in the crucible of interpersonal relationships with caregivers’ (Harter, 1999, p. 12). However, in this account language has a rather ambiguous role given that it is said to provide the child with representations of the self, but ‘drives a wedge between two simultaneous forms of interpersonal experience, as it is lived, and as it is verbally represented’ (Harter, 1999, p. 11). Leaving aside problems associated with overemphasizing the ‘formal object’ properties of language (Edwards, 1997), such a view derives from the unwarranted assumption that the primary distinction and differentiation of self experience is between an ‘I-self’ and ‘Me-self’ (Lewis, 1994), itself presupposed on one specific model of personal pronoun deixis. Learning the syntax of the pronominal system is interdependent with understanding the role and status of the ‘self–other’ positionings employed by those around the child. The ‘I’ made available for the speaking subject is already predicated on a specific formulation of the participant’s Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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position, as observed explicitly in Japanese (Harada, 1976) and Tamil (Brown and Levinson, 1978). Within developmental psychology we often forget that learning language is first and foremost an activity — ‘talk-in-interaction’. For the most part, the question of how exactly language and cognition interpenetrate during the early years remains unanswered and it is this which gives rise to certain conceptual difficulties regarding the development of the self. Harter (1999) for example suggests that symbolic interactionist socialization processes interpenetrate cognitive-developmental stages of the developing self, but how this process accords with equilibration transitions remains unclear. In other words, there may be a certain conceptual incoherence in trying to bring together a theoretical orientation which emphasizes process of mutuality and intersubjectivity (Mead and Vygotsky) with another that stresses the role of cognitive conflict enhanced through dialogic engagement (Piaget). Vygotskianinspired explanatory accounts of development cannot accommodate the essentially representational epigenetic formalisms of the later Piaget. Not least, the significance of conflict as a facilitative trigger for developmental change is simply at odds with the cooperative learning processes said to be central to the ‘zone of proximal development’. This is not to say, however, that psychoanalytic accounts of the developing self avoid similar difficulties regarding the relationship between cognition and language for the developing self. Leaving aside Lacan who argues that the subject is constituted in language, ‘it is a vicious circle to say that we are speaking beings, we are speakings’ (Lacan, 1977, p. 284), Klein also assumes the existence of an originating ego from the earliest months but glosses over the specific role of language and discourse (Klein, 1949). In contrast, Abraham (1924) and Winnicott (1960) argued that at the earliest stages the child could not differentiate between itself and the mother but again left it to others to investigate the specific role of language. Given such observations, there are good reasons for considering what can be gained by adopting conversation analysis when studying the early development of the self(ves). First, it can provide a way of gaining insights into how children acquire any conception of what it is to ‘be a self’ (able to talk, being big, not being a baby and so on). Second, it can uncover the ways in which discursive practices facilitate or constrain whatever we understand as, and take as evidence of, the child’s emerging sense of self (self-esteem, shyness and so on). Third, we can uncover the process of narrativization, given that narrative is endemic to talk, i.e. engaging in talk entails entering into the co-construction of participant stories, vignettes and everyday folk-beliefs, including those surrounding the idea of the self. It does seem clear from the extracts examined above that through exposure to, and participation in, talk the young child is provided with appropriate discourses regarding the nature of the ‘child-self’, and by the second year, shows more than a passing interest in positioning herself in such discourses, displaying an orientation to culturally specific MCDs and their production. One view of the findings above is to consider discourse content as informational elements simply inserted into a pre-existing self-concept schema (Martin and Halverson, 1981, 1983). Evidence for the latter however, remains equivocal given that we rarely establish under what specific conditions the presence or absence of an infant’s behaviour justifiably warrants the analyst’s inferences regarding underlying cognitive processes. Given the current debate surrounding such issues, one can equally argue that the emerging self is first and foremost relational and where, to paraphrase Merleau-Ponty (1964), all notions and distinctions of individuality Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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and sociality presuppose an ‘anonymous intersubjectivity’. As O’Neill (1986) puts it, that [anonymous intersubjectivity] is the ground of our figural relations with things and persons in- and-as-our-world. This lived in world is ours through the lived body; it rests on a perceptual faith that is prior to conceptual articulation. It is our primordial presence to a human milieu which inaugurates all other specific relations, experiences and temporal expressions of our being-in-the-world (p. 204).



By way of conclusion, and as Sani et al. (2000) have intimated, social identity, self-categorization and whatever we mean by the concept of the self, may not be constructs that develop in an ‘all or none’ fashion. Instead the emergence, production and dialogic co-construction of the self involves a process of continued structuration and integration, essentially relational, sometimes contradictory and ambiguous, and yet at the same time and to paraphrase Dennett (1991), often the centre of narrative gravity.



APPENDIX A Conversation analysis transcription conventions (after Psathas, 1995). Code



Transcription conventions employed:



  or (¡) Underlining Upper-case letters :::



Marked rise (or fall) in intonation Used for emphasis (parts of the utterance that are stressed) Indicate increased volume (note this can be combined with underlining where appropriate) Sounds that are stretched or drawn out (number of :: provides a measure of the length of stretching) Overlaps, cases of simultaneous speech or interruptions. Where appropriate, the spacing and placing of the overlap markers indicate the point at which simultaneous speech occurred Small pauses Silences with the time given in seconds Shown when a passage of talk is noticeably quieter than the surrounding talk° When there is nearly no gap at all between one utterance and another°



([ ])



(.) (1.4) ° =



Notes 1. There remains considerable debate and controversy over whether non-human primate self-recognition (e.g. the rouge test) is equivalent to what can be observed with young infants (Mitchell et al., 1994; Heyes, 1998), Bard (1998) for example pointing out that the contingent behaviour observed is indicative not of self-recognition, but rather the beginning of understanding that the image moves when the self moves. In other words, where non-human primate behaviours could be indicative of their possessing a ‘theory of Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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mind/concept of self’ such indications may simply be the result of associative learning and thus not necessarily ‘mentalistic’ (Heyes, 1998).
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